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Ultrahigh-birefringent squeezed lattice photonic
crystal fiber with rotated elliptical air holes
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We report an experimental realization of a highly birefringent photonic crystal fiber as a result of compress-
ing a regular hexagonal structure. The experimental measurements estimate a group birefringence of ap-
proximately 5.5�10−3 at 1550 nm in good agreement with the numerical results. We study the influence of
compressing the regular structure at different directions and magnifications, obtaining a method to realis-
tically enhance the phase birefringence while moderating the group birefringence. © 2010 Optical Society of
America
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Several applications in fiber-optics-based sensing
and telecommunications systems require high-
birefringent waveguiding for polarization maintain-
ing or for breaking the degeneracy of a propagation
mode. However, the polarization state of a mode
propagating through a conventional fiber is random
and unknown owing to environmental conditions
such as mechanical stress and fabrication imperfec-
tions. This difficulty can be surpassed by breaking
the fiber’s symmetry (form birefringence) or by
stressing the core material. Photonic crystal fibers
(PCFs), optical fibers with a core surrounded by an
array of air holes extending down the fiber length,
have been shown to sometimes be much more bire-
fringent than conventional fibers owing to a more
complex geometry and a higher difference in the re-
fractive index. Although there are some experimental
realizations of different types of highly birefringent
PCFs (Hi-Bi PCFs), most of them are based in defor-
mations with a low degree of control during the fab-
rications process [1–3] or contain various elements
around the core [4,5].

Recently, an appealing anisotropic PCF has shown
to be potentially highly birefringent, as it has been
proved by some numerical results [6,7]. Its birefrin-
gent properties relies on a regular lattice that has
been squeezed in one direction, inducing an ellipticity
in both the core and the air holes, as depicted in Fig.
1(a). In [6], it is shown how by augmenting the ellip-
ticity of the holes the magnitude of both phase and
group birefringence increases. On the other hand, [7]
shows how by compressing a regular hexagonal lat-
tice, the phase birefringence can be dramatically in-
creased. In this Letter we report experimental re-
sults that are, to our knowledge, the first realization
of a squeezed lattice PCF [see Fig. 1(a)].

Apart from a solid core and a microstructured clad-
ding, the fiber presents two external air holes [8].
Playing with differential pressure between the clad-
ding and external holes it is possible to adjust the
compression factor K (0�K�100%, being K=100%

the undeformed structure whose birefringence is
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null) and the holes’ ellipticity. The angle, �, between
the vertices of the hexagon [see Fig. 1(b)] and the line
that links both external holes (shown by arrows) can
be controlled by rotating the internal structure dur-
ing the stacking procedure. As expected, these defor-
mations from a regular lattice with circular air holes
break the fiber symmetry inducing a birefringence.
The fiber shown in Fig. 1(a) presents K�60%,
��20°, and Bg around 5.5�10−3 at 1550 nm. This fi-
ber was pulled by pressurizing the cladding holes
�22 kPa� and the two external holes �7 kPa�. The ex-
perimental measurements done suggest this fiber
has a monomode behavior (or at least nominally

Fig. 1. (a) Detailed scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of an elliptical core Hi-Bi fiber. Note the effect of the
lateral stress. (b) Hi-Bi fiber deformed by compressing ap-
proximately up to a 60% of its original size along an angle
�=20° with respect to a major diagonal of the undeformed
hexagon. (c) Regular structure before the deformation. Ar-
rows show the compression direction with respect to the
horizontal axis. (d) Structure compressed in the direction
shown by the arrows. (e) Set of three other fibers con-

structed with different compression factors.
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monomode [9]) in the observed wavelength range.
Figure 1(e) shows a set of three other fibers, all of
them with compression angles close to 30°, fabricated
by keeping the same pressure on the cladding holes
�18 kPa� but increasing the applied pressure in the
external holes from 0 to 6 kPa.

This work includes a numerical study around the
compression of the fiber at different directions. We
find out that compressing normally to a side of the
hexagon [�=30° in Fig. 1(c)] gives a more uniform
overall compression than compressing through the
vertices, as it has been done in previous numerical
works ��=0� [6,7,10]. In Fig. 1(b) it is shown how the
structure is askew relative to the two big compress-
ing air holes; in this way it is possible to compress the
fiber through an arbitrary angle �. Since an hexago-
nal regular structure has a sixfold symmetry and
also exhibits several mirror reflection planes, it is
only necessary to analyze the compressed structures
in the range 0���30°. Note that the direction of
compression, �, determines both the rotation of the
elliptical air holes and the direction at which the lat-
tice is squeezed. This also causes a stress parallel to
a face of the hexagon that deforms the regular struc-
ture, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d).

Deforming a regular PCF not only increases its
phase birefringence, Bp=neff,x−neff,y, where neff,� are
the effective indexes for the two fundamental polar-
ization states, but it also increases the group bire-
fringence, Bg, the derivative of Bp with respect to the
frequency. A common misconception is to assume that
the difference between Bg and Bp is negligible. How-
ever, Bg differs from Bp by a term proportional to the
slope of Bp as a function of �, like ng does from neff,

Bg��� = Bp��� − ��Bp/��. �1�

Previous numerical results [6] demonstrate that
for compressed Hi-Bi PCFs, Bg increases along with
the air-hole ellipticity. On the other hand, Bp can be
significantly increased by further compressing the
base lattice on the horizontal direction ��=0� [10], as
defined in Fig. 1(c). The latter approach has been
used to obtain very high numerical results for Bp,
compressing up to levels where the fabrication pro-
cess becomes prohibitive. Also, we find out that this
lattice compression approach boosts Bg as well. This
may be undesirable in some nonlinear applications,
since Bg is closely related with the polarization mode
dispersion [6].

Up to now, as it has been pointed out above, differ-
ent geometrical parameters (ellipticity, compression
magnitude, and direction) have been studied indi-
vidually, without considering the ligatures between
the different parameters and making it hard to un-
derstand the processes underlying the compression.
To gain some physical insight on realistic compressed
PCFs, we have started from an undeformed regular
structure based on a regular hexagonal lattice with
pitch �=3.1 �m and presenting circular air holes
with diameter d=2.8 �m, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Then
we squeeze the fiber by a factor K in a given direction

defined by the angle � [see Fig. 1(d)]. The fiber in Fig.
1(a) can be modeled using K=61% and �=20°. To cal-
culate the dispersion relations of the two polarization
states of the fundamental mode we used an iterative
Fourier method [11,12] in order to evaluate Bp and Bg
in a fast and accurate manner.

Figure 2 shows how Bp and Bg depend on � for dif-
ferent compression factors. As shown, the maximum
Bp is obtained by compressing along �=0. Several au-
thors [13,14] have pointed out that the magnitude of
Bg could be higher than Bp in fibers who exhibit a
form birefringence like those presented in this Letter,
as shown in Fig. 2. We also realized that the compres-
sion approach for manufacturing Hi-Bi PCFs makes
Bp more dispersive, and then the magnitude of the
last term of Eq. (1) increases substantially as it has
been experimentally demonstrated [3]. Therefore it
will be useful to find a way to tune the chromatic dis-
persion of Bp when the fiber is further compressed in
order to decrease Bg. In Fig. 2 it is shown how, by
changing the compression direction from 0 to 30° for
a highly compressed PCF �K=60%�, both Bg and Bp
decreases, but the former in a greater extent,
�Bg�30° �−Bg�0° �� / �Bp�30° �−Bp�0° ��=1.55.

A way to reduce the wavelength dependence of Bp
in a compressed Hi-Bi fiber is to choose an appropri-
ate compression angle. Certainly, this also depends
on K, as shown in Fig. 3. In this figure Bg and Bp are
plotted against � for different compression factors,
showing a compromise between K and birefringence.
Experimental measurements for Bg, represented by
circles in Figs. 3 and 4, were done by the wavelength
scanning method [15] for one of the fibers [Fig. 1(a)]
that exhibits high birefringence at a nonconventional
compression direction. Although the continuous lines
represent idealized numerical results, a good agree-
ment is shown compared with the experimental mea-
surements of Bg. The compression direction �=20°
has been chosen as the approximate value in the se-
lected fiber. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the ratio be-
tween the rotated and the nonrotated values of Bp
and Bg as a function of wavelength at different com-
pression angles. It shows how the growing ratio of Bg

Fig. 2. (Color online) Group (solid) and phase (dashed) bi-
refringence as a function of the compression direction ��� at
a wavelength �=1.55 �m. For all cases �=3.1 �m and d
=2.8 �m as in Fig. 1. Note that although Bp reaches a
maximum for �=0, Bg is boosted more than what Bp

increases.
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is reduced compared with the case of Bp when � gets
closer to 30° for wavelengths over 1400 nm.

Therefore, compressing a Hi-Bi PCF at an angle
close to 30° is not only for practical reasons but it also
helps in reducing Bg. Of course, as important as the
compression factor and the direction, is the global
magnification, M, of the structure, i.e., the factor by
which � and d are simultaneously scaled, maintain-
ing K and � constant. Figure 4 shows Bg as a function
of wavelength for different values of M. As can be
seen from Fig. 4, the curves of Bg exhibit an inflexion
point around a certain wavelength that decreases
with M, in such a way that the difference of group-
velocity dispersions may show a flattened behavior
around these wavelengths. Further reductions may

Fig. 3. (Color online) Group (solid) and phase (dashed) bi-
refringence as a function of the wavelength for �=20° and
several compression factors. Raising the compression con-
siderably increases the wavelength dependence of Bg.
Circles correspond to experimental values for Bg, showing
good agreement when K=61%. In the inset, Bg (solid) and
Bp (dashed) are relative to its value at �=0, versus wave-
length, for K=60%, and several compression directions, �.
The values of � and d are the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Group birefringence for different
magnifications using K=61% and �=20°. The unscaled sys-
tem �M=1� represents the structure whose geometrical pa-
rameters are closer to those measured at the fiber shown in

Fig. 1(a), being the values of � and d, as shown in Fig. 2.
allow us to obtain flattened behaviors for Bg, and,
correspondingly, the difference between the group-
velocity dispersion of both polarization states will
vanish.

In conclusion, we have shown that a way to re-
strain Bg and at the same time enhance Bp is to
choose the appropriate compression direction. For
other configurations we have been able to obtain a
relative reduction of up to the 70% for Bg relative to
the nonrotated compressed fiber. Also by controlling
the magnification of the structure, we can tune the
wavelength at which Bg (or its derivative) shows a
flattened behavior. Inspired in these results, we have
been able to construct, for the first time, up to our
knowledge, a compressed Hi-Bi PCF. We also have
presented a new way to compress a PCF at an arbi-
trary direction. This compressed fiber exhibits a high
Bp, while Bg is restrained.
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